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DESCRIPTION
.

Rangelands publishes articles on the current state of the science and art of rangeland management.
As a publication of the Society for Range Management, Rangelands provides readers relevant
information founded in the current rangeland science and management knowledge base in an
approachable format. Rangeland management occurs at the nexus of ecology, soil science, hydrology,
animal science, economics, social science, policy, and culture, and each peer-reviewed issue of
Rangelands synthesizes these diverse fields for a wide community of land owners, rangeland
managers, researchers, educators, and policymakers. Rangelands articles are more accessible and
contextualized than typical of a traditional research journal while maintaining a high level of scientific
merit and quality.
If you are a member of the Society for Range Management, please read here for more information
about how to access the journals.

AUDIENCE
.

Educators, students, rangeland owners and managers, researchers, and policy leaders

EDITORIAL BOARD
.

Editor-in-Chief
Jason W. Karl, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, United States of America
Managing Editor
Jocelyn Aycrigg, College of Natural Resources, Department of Fish and Wildlife Sciences, Moscow, Idaho, United
States of America
Steering Committee
J. Brown, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, United States of America
T. Hudson, Washington State University Extension, Pullman, Washington, United States of America
M. Margo, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service National Grazing Lands Coalition, Fort Worth, Texas,
United States of America
T. Schulz, The Nature Conservancy, Boulder, Colorado, United States of America
H. Wilmer, USDA-ARS Plains Area, Weslaco, Texas, United States of America
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Associate Editor
Devan McGranahan, USDA-ARS Range and Livestock Research Laboratory, Miles City, Montana, United States
of America
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GUIDE FOR AUTHORS
.

INTRODUCTION
Audience and Content
The audience for Rangelands is broader than most scientific research journals, encompassing
ranchers and range management professionals, policy makers, students, academics, and government
researchers. Submissions for publication are generally less technical in nature than research-focused
journals and germane to the broad field of range science and management. We encourage authors
to use the active voice and compelling visual representations of their work to communicate
the rangeland management relevance of their work, and to avoid jargon and excessive
technical details about methods and results. Readers of Rangelands are interested in the "so
what?" of your work. Technical details of methods can be published in (and linked to Rangelands
papers) outlets such as MethodsX. We welcome submissions that describe management implications
of technical research published elsewhere provided the submission constitutes a new contribution
to science and management. All Rangelands papers should be supported by evidence and the best
knowledge of our field-they should be factual and logical, and opinions and experiences presented
as such.

Types of article
Rangelands provides a forum for the presentation and discussion of facts, ideas, and philosophies
pertaining to the state of rangeland science (quantitative and qualitative), art, management,
technology, policy, economics, education (formal and informal), society, and culture.
We welcome submissions of the following types:
Research Papers (3,000 to 8,000 words) report findings from qualitative and quantitative research
in a variety of rangeland disciplines. These papers are reviewed thoroughly for their scientific content,
methodology, validity of results and inferences. They should contribute to our current knowledge of
rangelands with regard to their conservation and management. Research Papers are reviewed by a
minimum of 2 reviewers.
Review Papers (3,000-8,000 words) summarize the current state of understanding on a topic related
to rangeland ecology and management. These papers summarize previously published studies, rather
than report new findings or analyses. Review Papers are reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Research Notes (3,000 words maximum) are short papers reporting research results of immediate
interest. Notes are intended to foster communication on emerging research topics and concepts.
These submissions are reviewed for their scientific interest and their ability to foster communication
of new ideas and concepts. Research Notes are reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Technical Notes (3,000 words maximum) are short papers reporting new techniques and
technologies, including those that are conceptual and qualitative. Technical Notes are reviewed by
a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Forums (3,000 to 6,000 words) are conceptual in nature and provide an informative summary of
contemporary topics, synthesis of research from multiple disciplines or sources, or alternative views
of contentious issues. These can focus on a variety of topics including management, policy, education,
society, and culture. Forums are reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Viewpoints (2,000 to 5,000 words) may outline innovative theories, discuss old ideas that deserve
to be revisited considering new information, or provide interesting commentaries on a "hot topic".
Viewpoints are reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Letter to the Editor (1,500 words maximum) provide an opportunity for readers to comment on
any topic of interest or concern to the SRM community. Letters to the Editor receive editorial review,
and the editor reserves the right to reject any letter unsuitable for publication or to edit the text to
conform to style and available space. Letters to the Editor are reviewed by a minimum of 1 reviewer
and 1 editor.
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Comments and Replies (2,000 words maximum) are short clarifications of, rebuttals to, or
comments on papers published in Rangelands and a response by the original paper's authors.
Comments and replies are peer-reviewed for technical accuracy and merit. Comments and Replies
are reviewed by a minimum of 1 reviewer and 1 editor.
Research and Partnership Highlights (2,000 words maximum) describe emerging, high-impact
research projects, management activities, or collaborative efforts of interest to the Rangelands
audience. Highlights are reviewed for technical accuracy and are accepted at the discretion of the
editor based on their relevance to Rangelands readers. Research and Partnership Highlights are
reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers.
Historical Papers (6,000 words maximum) are invited submissions and provide a retrospective look
at rangeland science, management, policy, education, and culture. Historical Papers are reviewed by
a minimum of 2 reviewers.

Contact details for submission
Questions or concerns regarding Rangelands submissions should be sent to:
Jocelyn Aycrigg, Ph.D.
Managing Editor, Rangelands
Department of Fish and Wildlife Sciences
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID
208-885-3901
aycrigg@uidaho.edu
Jason Karl, Ph.D.
Editor-in-Chief, Rangelands
Associate Professor & Heady Endowed Chair of Rangeland Ecology
Department of Forestry, Rangeland, and Fire Sciences
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID
208-885-0255
jkarl@uidaho.edu

Submission checklist
Use this list to do a final check before submitting your manuscript. Please check the relevant sections
in this Guide for Authors for details.
Formatting of Title page (see example Title page and Essential title page information).
a. Title in sentence case with bold font.
b. Author names with affiliations and mailing addresses designated by superscript letters inserted
below list of authors.
c. Corresponding author designated with an asterisk, contact email and postal address.
d. Keywords - 6 maximum, in alphabetical order (see Keywords section).
e. Declaration of competing interests have been disclosed (see Declaration of competing Interest
section).
Main text has double line spacing with continuous line numbers throughout.
a. Write concisely and use active voice.
b. Font size of at least 11 point using Times Roman, Arial, Helvetica, or Tahoma font.
c. Section headings
st

i. 1

level: bold, sentence case, separate line from text

nd

ii. 2

level: italics, sentence case, separate line from text

rd

iii. 3 level: italics, sentence case, in line with text, ends with 'em' dash
d. Organization of manuscript: title page, main text, Acknowledgements, References, Tables, Figure
captions.
e. Figures and Tables referred to parenthetically. Use Fig. in text rather than Figure. Figure captions
included after tables. Tables included after References.
f. Each new paragraph is left indented.
g. Funding sources are acknowledged in Acknowledgments section.
Figures submitted as separate files from main text and each figure submitted in an individual file.
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a.All figures are at least 300 dpi (dots per inch).
b. Color images are free.
c. see 'Figures and Artwork' section for more details.
d. Manuscript will be returned if figures do not meet requirements.
Tables with table descriptions and footnotes are included after References.
a. No vertical lines in Tables.
b. See 'Tables' below for details.
An 'On the Ground' section is in place of an Abstract (see section below). An Abstract is not needed.
a. Please submit as a separate file.
b. List of 3-5 bullet points with 200-word limit.
c. Double line spacing.
d. Continuous line numbering.
Make sure manuscript meets guidelines on word limit (see 'Types of papers') and number of citations.
Citations should be highly relevant and necessary to support ideas and concepts presented. Please
keep citations to a minimum.
Measurements are given in SI (i.e., metric) and American standard units. Use metric units in your
text and include American standard units parenthetically (e.g., 404.7 ha [1000 acres]). This does not
apply to tables and figures. Use metric measurements in tables and figures.
AMA citation style is used for citations in text and in References section (see Reference style section).
All citations in References are cited in the text, and vice versa.
Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources.
Provide image credit where needed (e.g., a screenshot of a Google Earth image)
Relevant declarations of interest have been made.
Equations formatted as per these guidelines.
Revisions:include point-by-point response/rebuttal to reviewer comments in a separate file.
Provide reviewer suggestions and contact details (minimum of 2).
Check your manuscript for spelling and grammatical errors.
Any manuscript not following the formatting described will be returned to the corresponding author.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Ethics in publishing
Please see our information on Ethics in publishing.

Declaration of competing interest
All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organizations
that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work (i.e., conflicts of interest) on the title page.
Examples of potential competing interests include employment, consultancies, stock ownership,
honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, SRM board or staff positions, and
grants or other funding. More information can be found here as well as a Conflict of Interest paper
by the editors. Authors must disclose any interests in two places:
1. A summary declaration of interest statement on the title page file (if double-blind, i.e., both author
and reviewer identities are concealed) or the manuscript file (if single-blind, i.e., reviewer identity
is concealed). If there are no interests to declare please include the following text on the
title page:
'Declarations of competing interest: none'. This summary statement will be ultimately published
if the paper is accepted.
Click here to see an example statement.
2. Detailed disclosures as part of a separate Declaration of Competing Interest form, which forms part
of the journal's official records. It is important for potential interests to be declared in both places
and that the information matches. More information.
Declarations of competing interest help the journal editors maintain objectivity in the review
and publication of submissions and protect the reputation of the journal. Competing interests do
not preclude publication but may initiate alternative review or decision processes. Discovery of
undisclosed conflicts of interest (also called competing interests) prior to publication is
grounds for immediate rejection of a submission. Discovery of undisclosed competing interests
after publication may result in a corrigendum being published for the paper. If a post-publication
undisclosed conflict is deemed to have compromised the quality of the research or the publication
process, the paper may be retracted.
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Submission declaration and verification
Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in
the form of an abstract, a published lecture or academic thesis, see 'Multiple, redundant or concurrent
publication' for more information), that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere, that
its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where
the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in
English or in any other language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyrightholder. To verify compliance, your article may be checked by Crossref Similarity Check and other
originality or duplicate checking software.

Use of inclusive language
"The Society for Range Management (SRM) is a diverse body of members, employees, and
representatives that are dedicated to leading the stewardship of rangelands based on sound ecological
principles. These principles have led us to understand that humankind originated in rangelands, thus
resulting in the present-day global diversity of peoples, languages, cultures, and natural resource
management and socio-economic systems.
SRM welcomes, encourages, affirms, and values the participation and inclusion of all individuals with
an interest in rangelands regardless of race, color, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, national
origin, culture, educational status, disabilities, emerging ideas and perspectives, or socio-economic
status. We vigorously strive to eliminate implicit bias and reject discrimination and stereotyping
within the society by proactively fostering tolerance, mutual respect, and multicultural awareness
and competency by actively promoting inclusion in membership, education and training, competition,
leadership, committees, staff, and all other areas of SRM activity."
- Society for Range Management Diversity Statement
Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences,
and promotes equal opportunities. Manuscripts should make no assumptions about the beliefs or
commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one individual is superior
to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, and should use inclusive
language throughout. Authors should ensure that writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he
or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping
(e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess').

Reporting sex- and gender-based analyses
Reporting guidance
For research involving or pertaining to humans, animals or eukaryotic cells, investigators should
integrate sex and gender-based analyses (SGBA) into their research design according to funder/
sponsor requirements and best practices within a field. Authors should address the sex and/or gender
dimensions of their research in their article. In cases where they cannot, they should discuss this
as a limitation to their research's generalizability. Importantly, authors should explicitly state what
definitions of sex and/or gender they are applying to enhance the precision, rigor and reproducibility
of their research and to avoid ambiguity or conflation of terms and the constructs to which they
refer (see Definitions section below). Authors can refer to the Sex and Gender Equity in Research
(SAGER) guidelines and the SAGER guidelines checklist. These offer systematic approaches to the use
and editorial review of sex and gender information in study design, data analysis, outcome reporting
and research interpretation - however, please note there is no single, universally agreed-upon set of
guidelines for defining sex and gender.
Definitions
Sex generally refers to a set of biological attributes that are associated with physical and physiological
features (e.g., chromosomal genotype, hormonal levels, internal and external anatomy). A binary sex
categorization (male/female) is usually designated at birth ("sex assigned at birth"), most often based
solely on the visible external anatomy of a newborn. Gender generally refers to socially constructed
roles, behaviors, and identities of women, men and gender-diverse people that occur in a historical
and cultural context and may vary across societies and over time. Gender influences how people view
themselves and each other, how they behave and interact and how power is distributed in society. Sex
and gender are often incorrectly portrayed as binary (female/male or woman/man) and unchanging
whereas these constructs actually exist along a spectrum and include additional sex categorizations
and gender identities such as people who are intersex/have differences of sex development (DSD) or
identify as non-binary. Moreover, the terms "sex" and "gender" can be ambiguous—thus it is important
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for authors to define the manner in which they are used. In addition to this definition guidance and
the SAGER guidelines, the resources on this page offer further insight around sex and gender in
research studies.

Changes to authorship
Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting their
manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original submission. Any
addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only
before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor. To request such
a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason
for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they
agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors,
this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed.
Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement of
authors after the manuscript has been accepted. While the Editor considers the request, publication
of the manuscript will be suspended. If the manuscript has already been published in an online issue,
any requests approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum.

Copyright
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' (see
more information on this). An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding author confirming receipt of
the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version
of this agreement.
Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal
circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution
outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations. If
excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission
from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has preprinted forms for
use by authors in these cases.
For gold open access articles: Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a
'License Agreement' (more information). Permitted third party reuse of gold open access articles is
determined by the author's choice of user license.
Author rights
As an author you (or your employer or institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. More
information.
Elsevier supports responsible sharing
Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals.

Role of the funding source
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or
preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in
the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to
submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement, it is recommended
to state this.

Author charges
IMPORTANT INFORMATION!!
Author charges vary according to the publishing access option.
Subscription
The Society for Range Management depends on the payment of page charges to offset the cost of
publication. Payment of USD 100.00/printed page is required for members and non-members
(excluding relevant taxes where applicable). Members receive a discount of USD 20.00/printed
page for the first three pages. No open access publication fee applies.
Open access
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Please visit our Open Access page for more information. An open access publication fee is payable by
authors or their research funder. The gold open access publication fees for this journal are:
Research papers, Forums, and Viewpoints, Review papers, and Historical papers: USD $1500 for nonsociety members; USD $1350 for society members (excluding relevant taxes where applicable).
Research Notes Technical Notes, Comments and Replies and Research and Partnership Highlights
papers: USD $500 for non-society members; USD $400 for society members (excluding relevant
taxes where applicable).
Authors who opt for open access do not pay regular page charges.Page charge waivers
The Society for Range Management (SRM) will consider applications for waiving or subsidizing page
charges for US and international authors who make requests for assistance in payment of page
charges after review, revision, and acceptance of a manuscript in Rangelands. Applications for
assistance will be evaluated by a committee for quality of the paper as indicated by peer reviewers/
editors, a statement of need by the author, diversity/early career contributors, and/or representation
of geographic areas that are under-represented in the rangeland literature. If the request for
assistance passes initial screening, the evaluation committee will request additional information from
the authors prior to further review and a final decision. Authors requesting assistance may not have
received any past financial assistance from the Society regarding publication fees. The number of
papers selected for assistance with pages charges will be limited to 4 or fewer per calendar year, with
one selected each quarter. Communications regarding page charge assistance should be sent to the
editorial staff of the journal.
This journal has an embargo period of 24 months.

Submission
Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article
details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used in
the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word, LaTeX) are required to typeset your article for
final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for
revision, is sent by e-mail.
Submit your manuscript
Please submit your article via https://www.editorialmanager.com/range

PREPARATION
Writing style
Manuscripts should be written accurately, clearly, and concisely using active voice.
Manuscripts cannot be accepted unless formatting requirements in this Guide for Authors are met.
Language should be clear and accessible throughout, especially when tackling complex aspects of
a subject.
Below are guidelines for writing articles: Use active instead of passive voice. Write shorter
sentences rather than longer ones. Pick commonly used words rather than complex technical terms.
Write concisely, avoid filler words (e.g., "The fact that"; "In order to"). Briefly and clearly explain
technical concepts and terms when they arise. Break up text into paragraphs of no more than a
few hundred words. Add short, descriptive subsection headings whenever the subject changes, or
simply to avoid overlong blocks of text (see Subdivisions heading). Give scientific name (genus
and species, in parentheses and italics) of a species the first time it is used, in addition to
its common name, which can then be used throughout the text. Spell out acronyms unfamiliar
to the general reader (including those not in the USA) and put the acronym in parentheses at first
mention. From there forwards use the acronym. Spell out numbers less than 10 unless it is associated
with a unit of measure (e.g., 2 kg) and if a sentence begins with a number. Spell out units of time
(e.g., months). Use a comma separator in large numbers and include a leading zero in decimals (e.g.,
0.35). Insert line numbers throughout your manuscript beginning on the title page and
continuing through your figure descriptions at the end. Use the metric system when reporting
units of measure in the text but include standard units parenthetically (e.g., 100 ha [247 acres]).
Include specific details such as names, places, and numbers when appropriate and permissible. Use
double line spacing throughout your manuscript. Society of Range Management never needs to be
spelled out. Use the SRM acronym. Direct quotations of more than 40 words are set off from text, in
italics, with a line inserted above and below. Left and right margins indented, and quotation marks
omitted. Quotes less than 40 words are in-line with text using quotes at beginning and end. Provide
citation numbers at end with page numbers for quote (e.g., "Is part of western rangelands." (p.
6

11) ). Equations are indented on left margin on a separate line with a line inserted above and below.
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Statistical variables are italicized (e.g., P-value). Number each equation in right margin with an Arabic
number. Number equations in order they appear in text. After appearing in the text, equations can be
referenced by their number (e.g., Eq. 2). See Reeves et al. 2020 for examples and Equations section.
Footnotes are included using a word processing software footnote function. Use lower case Roman
numerals. Use US when used as an adjective. Use United States when used as a noun. Use USA in
affiliations and in References. Refer to tables and figures parenthetically in text. Use Fig. in text (e.g.,
Fig. 1). Use '(Figs. 10A and 10B)' and '(Figs. 3-5)'. If figure or table reference is included with other
parenthetical text, use a semicolon to separate (e.g., '(Cervus elaphus nelsoni; Fig. 3)'). For text to
be included in a call-out box, place at the end of your manuscript after figure captions and include
the word 'Box' to identify it. Refer to Supplemental material as Table S1 or Fig. S1, parenthetically.

To start
For many people, writing concisely is not easy. One of the most important items to remember is "who
is going to read the paper?" Most readers of Rangelands read it at their leisure and want to be able to
assimilate the information of a paper in a single reading. Here are some methods to start the writing
process and keep papers interesting and easy to understand:
A well-organized manuscript is more important than explicitly following the standard format of
Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion. However, often following the standard format is
appropriate Start by thinking about how you would tell a friend about your manuscript topic. Ask
yourself the following questions:
What is the story I want to tell about my topic?
The one thing I want my reader to know/do is? (fill in the blank)
What message are you trying to present to your target audience? Once you've answered that question,
you've got your "purpose" for the story. This is the most important information you should focus on
conveying to the reader.
Once you have written your paper, re-read your last paragraph and consider it for your first (often it
is in this paragraph where authors who are used to ending with a conclusion get to the point) Read
your paper out loud; if you stumble on something, go back and re-work it.

Queries
For questions about the editorial process (including the status of manuscripts under review) or for
technical support on submissions, please visit our Support Center.

Use of word processing software
It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the word processor used. The text should
be in single-column format. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most formatting
codes will be removed and replaced on processing the paper. Do not use the word processor's
options to justify text or to hyphenate words. However, do use bold face, italics, subscripts,
superscripts, etc.
Note that source files of figures, tables, and text graphics are required. Please submit figures
and text graphics as separate files. Tables are placed at the end of the text after the References
section. Figure descriptions follow the Tables. See also the section on Figures and Artwork or Tables.
To avoid unnecessary errors, you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-check'
functions of your word processor.

Language (editing services)
Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible
grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English
Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop.

Article structure
Please refer to this list of items to structure your manuscript: Length of manuscripts for Rangelands
varies by submission type (see Types of Papers section above). Citations should be kept to a
minimum (typically less than 40 per manuscript) unless a literature review is being presented or other
arrangements have been made with the editor. Manuscripts should be in English and use American
spelling (e.g., behavior, recognize, gray, color). Use double line spacing throughout your manuscript.
Because of Rangelands' diverse audience, authors should minimize jargon. Writing style must be crisp,
concise, accessible, and in active voice. Writing should avoid or explain all terminology that might be
unfamiliar to a multidisciplinary readership. Active voice should be used. Papers in Rangelands are
read worldwide, and measurements should be given in SI (i.e., metric) and American standard units,
parenthetically (e.g., 100 ha [247 acres]). Manuscripts will be peer reviewed and should be supported
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by evidence and the body of knowledge of the field. Opinions and experiences not supported by
previously published research or evidence presented must be clearly contextualized as opinions or
experiences.

Essential title page information
Please use double line-spacing on the title page. Click here to see an example title page.
• Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid
abbreviations and formulae where possible.
• Author names and affiliations. Please clearly indicate the given name(s) and family name(s)
of each author and check that all names are accurately spelled. You can add your name between
parentheses in your own script behind the English transliteration. Present the authors' affiliation
addresses (where the actual work was done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lowercase superscript letter immediately after the author's name and in front of the appropriate address.
Provide the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country name.
• Corresponding author. Clearly indicate (with an asterisk) who will handle correspondence at all
stages of refereeing and publication, including post-publication. This responsibility includes answering
any future queries about Methodology and Materials. Ensure that the e-mail address is provided
and that contact details are kept up to date by the corresponding author.
• Present/permanent address. If an author has moved since the work described in the manuscript
was done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent address') may be indicated.
The address at which the author completed the work must be retained as the main, affiliation address.
Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such footnotes.
• Declaration of competing interest. Declare any potential conflicting or competing interests that
may relate to the review or publication of the manuscript (see Declaration of competing interest
section, above).
• Keywords. Provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and avoiding general and
plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of'). Be sparing with abbreviations:
only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. Please place in alphabetical order.
These keywords will be used for indexing purposes.

On the Ground
Each paper is introduced by an "On the Ground" summary that presents bullets highlighting the "so
what?" of the paper. "On the Ground" takes the place of an abstract as a quick summary of the
information presented in the paper. Please include the On the Ground bullets in a separate file from
your main text. On the Ground is limited to 3-5 bullet points, 200 words maximum. Follow this link
to see an example of the On the Ground section.

Subdivision - unnumbered sections
Divide your manuscript into clearly defined sections. Each subsection is given a brief heading.
Subsections should be used as much as possible when cross-referencing text: refer to the subsection
by heading as opposed to simply 'the text'. First level headings are on a line separate from the text,
in sentence case and bolded (e.g., Introduction). Second level headings are on a line separate from
the text, in sentence case and in italics (e.g., Ranches in the study), and third level headings are in
sentence case, in line with the text, and in italics followed by an Em dash (e.g., Grazed and ungrazed
comparisons-Our grazed areas..). Any additional level of headings should be formatted in such a way
to distinguish them from the other three heading levels.

Acknowledgments
Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the manuscript before the references
and do not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title, or otherwise. List those
individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing assistance
or proofreading the manuscript, etc.). Funding sources should also be included in this section.

Funding sources
List funding sources in this standard way to facilitate compliance to funder's requirements:
Funding: This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, yyyy];
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA [grant number zzzz]; and the United States Institutes
of Peace [grant number aaaa].
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It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions on the program or type of grants and awards. When
funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a university, college, or other research
institution, submit the name of the institute or organization that provided the funding.
If no funding has been provided for the research, please include the following sentence:
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or
not-for-profit sectors.

Appendices
If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and equations in
appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent appendix,
Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly, for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc.

Equations
Equations should be numbered sequentially as they appear in the manuscript. Each variable in the
equation should be defined or explained. The Equation number should align with the right margin
and be placed in brackets (e.g., [2]).

Footnotes
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the manuscript using
Roman numerals. Many word processors can build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be
used. Otherwise, please indicate the position of footnotes in the text and list the footnotes themselves
separately at the end of the manuscript. Do not include footnotes in the References section.

Artwork
Figures and Artwork
Artwork includes all figures, graphs, illustrations, maps, photographs and other non-text parts
of a manuscript. A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available on Elsevier's website:
https://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts
from the detailed information are given here.
General points on figure and artwork
• Color figures, graphs, illustrations, and photographs are free of charge to the authors
in Rangelands.
• Format figures and artwork to occupy the full width of a page. Rangelands layout style does not
flow text around artwork.
• Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing in your original artwork.
• Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option.
• Aim to use the following fonts in your figures: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or use
fonts that look similar.
• Number the figures according to their referenced sequence in the text of your manuscript (i.e., the
first figure referenced in your text is Figure 1, the next one is Figure 2, etc.).
• Use a logical naming convention for your figure and artwork files.
• Provide figure captions at the end of your manuscript after the tables.
• Size your figures close to the desired dimensions of the printed version.
• Submit each figure as a separate file.
Formats and Image Resolution
If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel), please
supply 'as is' in the native document format. Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft
Office, when your electronic artwork is finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the
following formats (note the resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone
combinations given below):
• EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts.
• TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 300 dpi.
• TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a minimum of 1000
dpi.
• TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to a minimum
of 500 dpi.
Please do not:
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• Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); these typically have a
low number of pixels and limited set of colors;
• Supply files that are too low in resolution;
• Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content. The Editor has the authority
to reject a visual that does not have a professional appearance and/or will not be suitable when
published.
Cover photographs
Authors who have photographs of rangelands that are particularly attractive or interesting may
suggest these be used on the cover of the issue of Rangelands in which the paper will appear. Submit
possible cover images to the Manging Editor. Figures and cover images should be CMYK and at the
highest possible quality (300 dpi at 8½ × 11 in. print size, 2550 × 3300 pixels). Authors may be
contacted for better files if those submitted are unacceptable. Provide all relevant text for the image
caption (image subject, location, photo credit). Example image caption: Cattle grazing on rangelands
in southern Cochise County, Arizona, USA. Photo credit: John Smith.
Figure captions
Ensure that each figure or illustration has a caption. Provide captions separate from the figure and
place them at the end of the manuscript after the Tables. A caption should include a brief title (not on
the figure itself, e.g., Figure 1) and a description of the figure or illustration. Keep text in the figure or
illustration to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used. Remember figures should
be able to understandable without reading the text.

Tables
Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. Tables are placed on separate page(s) at the
end of the manuscript after the References section. Each table should be on a separate page. Number
tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text (i.e., the first table referenced in
the text of the manuscript is Table 1, the second table referenced is Table 2, etc.) Each table should
have an informative table description. Be sure that the data presented in tables does not duplicate
results described elsewhere in the manuscript. Do not use vertical rules and shading in table cells.
Click here to see a correctly formatted table.

References
CItations in the text of the manuscript
Rangelands follows the citation format of AMA. Citations in a Rangelands manuscript should
be identified by superscript number in the text of the manuscript in order of appearance
and then a list of citations is included at the end of the text in order of appearance in the
References section. Use Arabic superscript numerals outside periods and commas, but inside colons
and semicolons. Use hyphens to join multiple citations in sequential order (e.g.,

1-4

) and use commas

3,5,6

without spaces to separate citations in nonsequential order (e.g.,
). Please ensure that every
reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa). Any cites within the On
the Ground section must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal communications should
not be in the reference list but should be included parenthetically in the text Citation of a reference
as 'in press' implies that the item has been accepted for publication.
Be sure to cite often enough throughout your manuscript so that the reader knows where you got the
information but be careful not to cite too often. If several consecutive sentences are from the same
reference, you can cite the first sentence.
Example citations
5

Other management decisions (e.g., timing of use, stocking density) can affect shrub use as well.
7

3

Smith et al. and Jones et al. produced additional guidelines for use of these data as a basis for
management decisions.
12

Smith compared several methods and discussed the significant differences in yield found among
those most commonly used.
These results suggest our treatment will increase production,

4,17

8

except during drought years : or

18-19

when implemented outside of the normal growing season.
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Reference links
Increased discoverability of research and high-quality peer review are ensured by online links to
the sources cited. To allow us to create links to abstracting and indexing services, such as Scopus,
CrossRef, and PubMed, please ensure that data provided in the references are correct. Please note that
incorrect surnames, journal/book titles, publication year, and pagination may prevent link creation.
When copying references, please be careful as they may already contain errors. Please note the
format of such citations should be in the same style as all other references in the paper.
Use of the DOI is highly encouraged. A DOI is guaranteed never to change, so you can use it as
a permanent link to any electronic paper. See below under Reference style for an example.
Web references
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed. Any
further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc.),
should also be given.
Data references
This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by citing
them in your text and including a data reference in your References. Data references should include
the following elements: author name(s), title of entry, title of database [database online], place
of publications, publishers, year, url, updated date, and accessed date. Be sure to include the text
[database online] so that it can properly be identified as a data reference. The [database online]
identifier will not appear in your published paper. See below under Reference style for an example.
Preprint references
Where a preprint has subsequently become available as a peer-reviewed publication, the formal
publication should be used as the reference. If there are preprints that are central to your work or that
cover crucial developments in the topic, but are not yet formally published, these may be referenced.
Preprints should be clearly marked as such, for example by including the word preprint, or the name
of the preprint server, as part of the reference. The preprint DOI should also be provided.
Reference style
In the text of the manuscript, indicate citations by consecutive superscript Arabic numerals in the
order in which they appear in the text. The numerals are placed outside periods and commas, but
inside colons and semicolons. Use hyphens to join multiple citations in sequential order (e.g.,

1-4

)

3,5,6

and use commas without spaces to separate citations in nonsequential order (e.g.,
). In the
References section number the references in the order in which they appear in the text. Below are
example formats for citing various types of literature in the References section using the AMA style.
For further detail and examples, you are referred to the AMA Manual of Style, A Guide for Authors
and Editors, Tenth Edition, ISBN 0-978-0-19-517633-9.
Journal paper (print)
1. Cagney J, Cox S, Booth D. Comparison of point intercept and image analysis for monitoring
rangeland transects. Rangel Ecol Manag. 2011;64(3):309-315.
Journal paper (online)
With DOI
2. Travers SK, Eldridge DJ, Koen TB, Val J, Oliver I. Livestock and kangaroo grazing have little effect
on biomass and fuel hazard in semi-arid woodlands. For Ecol Manage. 2020;467(3):118165. doi:
10.1016/j.foreco.2020.118165.
Book chapter (print)
3. Karl JW, JE Herrick, and DA Pyke. Monitoring protocols: Options, approaches, implementation,
benefits. In: Briske, DD, ed. Rangeland Systems: Processes, management, and challenges. Cham
(Switzerland): Springer International Publishing; 2017:527-567.
Book chapter (online)
4. Resnik NM. Rangeland sustainability. In: Smith J, Roberts FB, Brawn J, Kasper DL, Jameson
JL, eds. Rangeland Ecology. 2nd ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill; 2001. https://www.uidaho.edu/
rangeland.html. Accessed December 6, 2005.
Website
5. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). Natural Resources Conservation Service
Field Office Technical Guide. http://www.airquality.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/
technical/fotg. Published April 20, 2011. Accessed January 21, 2021.
Extension publication/Government report (print)
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6. Smith L, G Ruyle, J Maynard, S Barker, W Meyer, D Stewart, B Coulloudon, S Williams, and J Dyess.
Principles of obtaining and interpreting utilization data on southwest rangelands. University of Arizona
Extension Publication AZ1375; 2007.
7. Coulloudon B, K Eshelman, J Gianola, N Habich, L Hughes, C Johnson, M Pellant, P Podborny, A
Rasmussen, and B Robles. Sampling vegetation attributes: interagency technical reference. Denver,
CO: Technical Reference 1734-4, USDI Bureau of Land Management. Second Revision. National
Applied Resource Sciences Center; 1999.
8. Herrick JE, JW van Zee, KM Havstad, LM Burkett, and WG Whitford. Monitoring Manual
for Grassland, Shrubland and Savanna Ecosystems, Vol I. Las Cruces, NM: USDA-ARS Jornada
Experimental Range; 2009.
Government report (online)
9. USDA Arizona Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). Drought assistance available
for northeastern Arizona rangelands. https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USDANRCS/
bulletins/24373ab. Published March 10, 2019. Accessed November 20, 2019.
Database (online)
10. Plants database [database online]. USDA NRCS. https://plants.usda.gov/checklist.html. Updated
March 01, 2017. Accessed March 9, 2017.

Video
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific
research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are
strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. This can be done in the
same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body
text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they directly
relate to the video file's content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material is directly
usable, please provide the file in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred maximum
size of 150 MB per file, 1 GB in total. Video and animation files supplied will be published online in
the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect. Please supply
'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or animation or make a separate
image. These will be used instead of standard icons and will personalize the link to your video data. For
more detailed instructions please visit our video instruction pages. Note: since video and animation
cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the electronic
and the print version for the portions of the article that refer to this content.

Supplementary material
Supplementary material such as applications, images and sound clips, can be published with your
article to enhance it. Submitted supplementary items are published exactly as they are received (Excel
or PowerPoint files will appear as such online). Please submit your material together with the article
and supply a concise, descriptive caption for each supplementary file. If you wish to make changes to
supplementary material during any stage of the process, please make sure to provide an updated file.
Do not annotate any corrections on a previous version. Please switch off the 'Track Changes' option
in Microsoft Office files as these will appear in the published version.

Research data
This journal encourages and enables you to share data that supports your research publication
where appropriate, and enables you to interlink the data with your published articles. Research data
refers to the results of observations or experimentation that validate research findings. To facilitate
reproducibility and data reuse, this journal also encourages you to share your software, code, models,
algorithms, protocols, methods and other useful materials related to the project.
Below are a number of ways in which you can associate data with your article or make a statement
about the availability of your data when submitting your manuscript. If you are sharing data in one of
these ways, you are encouraged to cite the data in your manuscript and reference list. Please refer to
the "References" section for more information about data citation. For more information on depositing,
sharing and using research data and other relevant research materials, visit the research data page.
Data linking
If you have made your research data available in a data repository, you can link your article directly to
the dataset. Elsevier collaborates with a number of repositories to link articles on ScienceDirect with
relevant repositories, giving readers access to underlying data that gives them a better understanding
of the research described.
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There are different ways to link your datasets to your article. When available, you can directly link
your dataset to your article by providing the relevant information in the submission system. For more
information, visit the database linking page.
For supported data repositories a repository banner will automatically appear next to your published
article on ScienceDirect.
In addition, you can link to relevant data or entities through identifiers within the text of your
manuscript, using the following format: Database: xxxx (e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053;
PDB: 1XFN).
MethodsX
You have the option of converting relevant protocols and methods into one or multiple MethodsX
articles, a new kind of article that describes the details of customized research methods. Many
researchers spend a significant amount of time on developing methods to fit their specific needs or
setting, but often without getting credit for this part of their work. MethodsX, an open access journal,
now publishes this information in order to make it searchable, peer reviewed, citable and reproducible.
Authors are encouraged to submit their MethodsX article as an additional item directly alongside the
revised version of their manuscript. If your research article is accepted, your methods article will
automatically be transferred over to MethodsX where it will be editorially reviewed. Please note an
open access fee is payable for publication in MethodsX. Full details can be found on the MethodsX
website. Please use the methods template or protocol template to prepare your MethodsX article.
Data statement
To foster transparency, we encourage you to state the availability of your data in your submission.
This may be a requirement of your funding body or institution. If your data is unavailable to access
or unsuitable to post, you will have the opportunity to indicate why during the submission process,
for example by stating that the research data is confidential. The statement will appear with your
published article on ScienceDirect. For more information, visit the Data Statement page.

REVIEW AND REVISION
Manuscript review
Manuscripts submitted to Rangelands will undergo peer review by two anonymous reviewers. Letters
to the editor, book reviews, columns, and society news will typically undergo editorial review, but
may undergo peer review at the discretion of the editor. To expedite the review process, authors are
requested to provide the names of at least two people who would be qualified to review their work, but
who would not have a competing interest in the work being considered (See the Letter to the Editor
paper and Reviewers Conflict of Interest guidelines fro more information). The editors maintain the
authority to decide who to enlist as reviewers and will issue invitations to reviewers directly. Authors
should not contact potential reviewers. External reviews by an author's employer, government
agency, or funder, if required, should be completed prior to submission to Rangelands.
Revisions to a manuscript as a result of external reviews after submission may result in the manuscript
being sent back out for peer review by the editors.

Manuscript revision
Upon issuance of a decision, the authors will be requested to revise and resubmit their manuscript.
Unless directed by an editor, authors must address all comments and suggestions by the reviewers. A
response letter with a point-by-point detail of how the authors addressed or rebutted the
reviewers' comments must be submitted with the revised manuscript. Failure to adequately
address or describe changes made in response to reviewer comments may result in the manuscript
being returned to the authors for further revision. Repeated failure to address reviewer or editor
comments or suggested edits may result in rejection.

Manuscript decisions
Upon submission, the editors will initially decide if the submitted work is within scope and appropriate
for consideration in Rangelands. Submissions deemed out of scope or not appropriate will be rejected
and not sent to peer review. Following receipt of comments from two peer reviewers, the editors will
issue one of the following decisions: reject, revision, or accept. A decision of acceptance will only
be issued once all requested revisions have been satisfactorily completed and all tables, figures, and
supplementary material are in the appropriate format and resolution. Once a manuscript is accepted,
it moves directly to production and the opportunities to amend the manuscript or correct poor-quality
artwork are limited.
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AFTER ACCEPTANCE
Proofs
One set of page proofs (as PDF files) will be sent by e-mail to the corresponding author (if we do not
have an e-mail address then paper proofs will be sent by post) or a link will be provided in the email so that authors can download the files themselves. To ensure a fast publication process of the
article, we kindly ask authors to provide us with their proof corrections within two days. Elsevier now
provides authors with PDF proofs which can be annotated; for this you will need to download the free
Adobe Reader, version 9 (or higher). Instructions on how to annotate PDF files will accompany the
proofs (also given online). The exact system requirements are given at the Adobe site.
If you do not wish to use the PDF annotations function, you may list the corrections (including replies
to the Query Form) and return them to Elsevier in an e-mail. Please list your corrections quoting line
number. If, for any reason, this is not possible, then mark the corrections and any other comments
(including replies to the Query Form) on a printout of your proof and scan the pages and return via email. Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness
of the text, tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only
be considered at this stage with permission from the Editor. We will do everything possible to get your
article published quickly and accurately. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back
to us in one communication: please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any subsequent
corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility.

Offprints
The corresponding author will, at no cost, receive a customized Share Link providing 50 days free
access to the final published version of the article on ScienceDirect. The Share Link can be used for
sharing the article via any communication channel, including email and social media. For an extra
charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once the article is
accepted for publication. Both corresponding and co-authors may order offprints at any time via
Elsevier's Author Services. Corresponding authors who have published their article gold open access
do not receive a Share Link as their final published version of the article is available open access on
ScienceDirect and can be shared through the article DOI link.

AUTHOR INQUIRIES
Visit the Elsevier Support Center to find the answers you need. Here you will find everything from
Frequently Asked Questions to ways to get in touch.
You can also check the status of your submitted article or find out when your accepted article will
be published.
© Copyright 2018 Elsevier | https://www.elsevier.com
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